Alaska Fish Heritage Award

Alaska students are encouraged to create artwork that best represent the cultural, recreational or economic importance of Commercial, Sport or Subsistence fishing in Alaska. Any qualifying entries will have the opportunity to win the Fish Heritage Award in addition to state and national awards.

Artwork

should include **King (Chinook) Salmon**

It could highlight:
- Dipnetting
- Commercial fishing
- Fish Processing/drying racks
- Yourself with your favorite catch

Essay

should be about the importance of the King (Chinook) Salmon and its importance culturally, recreationally or economically for Alaska.

The National Award Winner will be chosen from all entries in the category. (Note: Judging will be based on the combination of the quality of artwork and the content of the essay.

**Please Note:** Once the winner is selected, all Fish Heritage entries will be placed back into their age category for Alaska. It is then eligible for other state and national awards. ONLY ENTER ONE PIECE OF ART as it will be eligible for both the Alaska Fish heritage Award and ALL other awards.
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